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Abstract

This contribution reports about a method to auto-
matically detect the disturbing Robot Voice and Ping

Pong e�ect which occur in GSM transmitted speech.
Both e�ects are caused by the frame substitution
technique, recommended by the GSM standard: in

these cases the transmitted speech may be modulated
by a disturbing 50 Hz component. These modulations

can be detected very easily in the frequency domain.
By a framewise comparision of the modulation am-
plitude of an undisturbed clean speech signal with a

test signal it is possible to locate the occurrence of
Robot Voice and Ping Pong very precisely.

Comparing human perception to the outcome of the
proposed algorithm shows a high degree of correspon-

dence.

1 Introduction

Objective speech quality assessment is an important
issue in the fast-growing market of mobile communi-
cation, [1] [2] [5]. In this contribution, two disturbing

e�ects, which are reported to occur regularly in GSM
transmitted speech, are analyzed: the so-called Robot

Voice and the Ping Pong e�ect. Both e�ects have a
strong impact on the subjective assessment of speech

quality.

The reason for both e�ects can be pointed out very
clearly when using a special representation in the fre-
quency domain: due to the decoding algorithm rec-

ommended by the GSM standard, badly transmitted
speech frames may be substituted by previous ones,

[4]. In most of the cases this approach is quite conve-
nient to human perception, in particular if only one
or two frames are substituted. Nevertheless, there

are cases in which the frame repetition causes arti-
facts after decoding. The consequences are disturbing

modulations of the fundamental frequency, perceived
as Robot Voice and Ping Pong. The modulation fre-
quency is exactly 50 Hz, due to the frame repetition

rate: one frame encodes 20 ms of speech.

As a result of this study, we propose a computational

e�cient and very robust algorithm which detects
Robot Voice and Ping Pong in transmitted speech. It

will be integrated into the speech quality assessment
system Q-Voice by Ascom Infrasys [2]. The new al-
gorithm is currently being patented.

2 The origin of Robot Voice and

Ping Pong

For bandwidth e�cient digital transmission of speech,
a considerable bit rate reduction of the audio signal

is necessary. In the GSM system a so-called Regu-
lar Pulse Excitation codec with Long Term Predic-

tion (RPE-LTP codec, [3]) is used to compress the
104 kbit/s of the sampled and quantized analogue

signal down to 13 kbit/s.

If reception is bad, some frames may contain so
many transmission errors that they are virtually use-

less for further processing since ordinary decoding
by the RPE-LTP decoder would result in unintelli-

gible speech. In this case, [4] requires a conforming
GSM receiver to substitute the �rst lost frame with

a copy of the previous (good) frame or an extrapo-
lation of the last good frames. For the second and
subsequent lost frames, the output level shall be de-

creased gradually, so that silence is reached after a
maximum of 320 ms after the �rst bad frame. If

frame loss occurs infrequently and only one or two
consecutive frames are lost, these errors are nearly
inaudible. However, if the fraction of lost frames is

too high, the frame substitution technique results in
the well-known special e�ects (see also Fig. 1):
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� The main e�ect of Robot Voice is an incorrect

reproduction of the fundamental frequency of the
transmitted speech. As the name suggests, the
listener's impression of Robot Voice resembles the

synthetic, monotonous voice of a robot.

� Ping Pong on the other hand denotes the oc-
curence of additional disturbing sounds with

rapidly-decaying signal power. In general, Ping
Pong is found to be the more annoying e�ect of
both.
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Figure 1: Principle of frame repetition in the GSM

network in case of lost or badly transmitted speech
frames. Dependent on the number of consecutively

repeated frames, either the Robot Voice- or the Ping

Pong-E�ect is produced.

Based on the analysis of several hundred audio sam-
ples which had been transmitted via GSM to a mov-

ing vehicle, the following hypotheses have been estab-
lished:

1. Both special e�ects are caused by the substitu-
tion and muting mechanism for lost frames. In

the resulting signal of this substitution proce-
dure, the original f0 contour is concealed by the
frame repetition frequency fr. The repetition pe-

riod Tr equals the frame length of 20 ms, yielding
a repetition frequency of fr = 50 Hz.

2. The number of consecutively lost frames deter-

mines which of both e�ects is observed by a hu-
man listener.

� Only a few lost frames: The temporarily

abnormal pitch contour results in a robot-
like voice (Robot Voice).

� Many frames lost: One run of substituted

frames is perceived as a periodic signal. De-
pending on the contents of the repeated
frame, the signal may contain frequency

components much higher than fr. Together
with the decaying amplitude of the sub-

stituted frames, this gives the listener the
impression of a ping-pong-like sound (Ping
Pong).

To further support the hypotheses, the e�ect of frame

loss and substitution have been simulated arti�cially
on the audio signal. A comparison of the resulting

audio signal with audio samples that were transmit-
ted in a real GSM network showed that the arti�cially
generated e�ects are indistinguishable from the real

ones. This means that the frame substitution mecha-
nism is the only source of Robot Voice and Ping Pong.

3 Detecting Robot Voice and

Ping Pong automatically

Figure 2 shows the impact of frame repetition and

muting on the short-term spectrum of a speech sig-
nal. The most striking property of the distorted sig-
nal is the period of the repeated parts (Fig. 2b): it

equals exactly 50 Hz, due to a frame length of 20 ms
or 160 Samples. This strongly indicates frame substi-

tution as the source of the special e�ects.

If the BFI ag is set and frame substitution occurs,

the distorted parts of the sampled audio signal xd(n)
can be modelled as

xd(n) = xr(n) � Tr ; (1)

where xd(r) denotes the frame to be repeated (i.e. the
last good frame) and Tr is a sequence of Dirac pulses

with distance Tr. The equivalent relation in the fre-
quency domain is

F fxd(n)g = F fxr(n)g � fr : (2)

From this equation, we expect the power of the au-
dio signal to be concentrated around evenly spaced,
distinct frequencies (harmonics of the repetition fre-

quency fr) if frame repetition occurs. Thus the ob-
jective of the algorithm is to detect this periodicity in



the frequency domain and measure it quantitatively.
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a.: Clean Speech (Reference Signal)
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b.: Distorted Speech (Test Signal)

Figure 2: a. Short-term spectrum of speech signal
(male speaker, /a:/) transmitted via GSM, undis-

torted. The harmonics of f0 � 170 Hz are clearly
visible; b. Short-term spectrum of the same signal,
received with several consecutive frames lost. The

harmonics of fr (50 Hz) dominate.

Let Xk(n) denote the coe�cients of the short time

spectral analysis of a speech signal, with n indexing
the frequency channels and k indexing the analysis
window (Hamming: size 80ms, shift 20ms). An ap-

propriate measure of the harmonics of the repetition
frequency fr can be given for the k-th window as fol-

lows:

rk(Xk) = log

HmaxQ
m=H

min

Xk

�j
mfr
�f

k�

HmaxQ
m=H

min

Xk

�j
(m+ 1

2
)fr

�f

k� (3)

In other words, we take the ratio of the sum of the
peak values in Fig. 2b to the sum of the minima in

between. Hmin and Hmax mark the range of har-
monics which are considered in the calculation. They

should be set to cover the frequency range in which

the harmonics of fr show the most distinct peaks (200
{ 2000 Hz). The frequency resolution �f of the DFT
is found to be �f = fs=l, with the sampling fre-

quency fs = 8 kHz and window length l.

To get a meaningful assessment of an analyzed audio
sample, the results of the Robot Voice detection have

to be compared with a reference. It is suggested to
transcode the clean audio signal and taking the �g-

ures rk(Ck) of this signal as reference (Ck denoting
the spectral coe�cients of the clean speech signal)
and de�ne the normalized periodicity measure r̂k as

r̂k =
rk(Xk)

rk(Ck)
(4)

To make the comparison more robust against imper-
fect synchronisation of the signals to be compared,

the sequence rk(Ck) is low pass �ltered in advance.
Each time either one of both e�ects takes place, the

value of r̂k rises above a certain threshold. This
threshold determines the overall sensitivity of the de-
tection algorithm. Figure 3 shows the normalized pe-

riodicity measure r̂k against the frame number of a
tested speech signal.

After comparison of r̂k against a decision threshold,
each occurence of an e�ect is characterized by its du-
ration and its intensity, i.e. the value of r̂k. From

these �gures, a meaningful assessment of a whole
speech sample is easily derived.

There are two principle possibilities of how the result

of a comparision is processed further. On the one
hand one can use the value of the normalized peri-

odicity measure r̂k, being computed for each frame.
A more compact measure describes the assessment of
the whole speech signal. The value P in the formula

below denotes the percentage D of distorted frames
using an arbitrary threshold �:

D =
100

K

X

fkjr̂k>�g

1 (5)

In this equation, K denotes the total number of

frames.

Although the perceived acoustical di�erence between
Robot Voice and Ping Pong is huge, it turned out,

that it is possible to distinguish them by only one
parameter, namely the number of consecutively sub-

stituted frames. The critical border is about 5 frames.
Below this number, Robot Voice is observed, if more
than 5 frames are substituted, the Ping Pong e�ect

will be produced.
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Figure 3: Response of the RobotVoice and Ping

Pong detector: for each frame of the (distorted) sig-
nal the normalized periodicity measure is plotted.

The total assessment of the speech signal is R=10%
RobotVoice and P=15% PingPong.

Thus it is possible to calculate values R and P , de-
noting the distortion by Robot Voice and Ping Pong

respectively.

R =
100

K

X

fkj(r̂k>�)^(r̂k+1<�)g

1 (6)

P =
100

K

X

fkj(r̂k>�)^(r̂k+1>�)^:::^(r̂k+4>�)g

1 (7)

For veri�cation purposes, the algorithm has been ap-
plied to several hundred speech samples, each 5 sec-

onds in length. These samples were recorded af-
ter transmission to a moving mobile via the Swiss

GSM network. No signi�cant di�erences between au-
tomatic and subjective assessment could be observed.

4 Conclusion

In this contribution we presented an e�cient algo-
rithm for robust detection of annoying RobotVoice

and PingPong e�ects in GSM transmitted speech sig-

nals. The easiest way to use this algorithm includes
an integration of the normalized periodicity measure

over time, resulting in two percentage numbersR and
D, one for the ratio of frames distorted by Robot

Voice, the other referring to PingPong.
In this form a fast assessment of a transmitted speech
signal can be processed very fast. On the other hand

is it possible to give a direct relation to the perception
of a human being.
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